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        Three hours away from Mumbai, the Camp beckons you through a breathtaking mountain 
drive with numerous streams that come alive during the monsoons. It culminates in a thrilling off 
roading entry into the camp which is an unmanicured raw site in the forest on a mountain slope. A 
nature lovers delight – a holiday in the forest away from the spit and polish of multi storeyed star 
hotels. Expect no room service and ultra luxury of Starred Hotels – here you are in for complete self 
service and a ‘campy’ feel – we promise you luxury ‘camping’. 
 

Once you reach Ananta Ecostays, all you have to do is unwind and relax. Stretch your legs, 
lie in the hammock, re-visit the joy of reading, aim for bullseye in archery, challenge a round of table 
tennis or just go insane at the trampoline, the options for fun are only limited to your imagination. 

 
         Sink into the depths of the forest as you set out for the waterfall trek, scale the valleys one 
step at a time. The waterfall, a timeless beauty of nature is the highlight of this event. Its frosty 
depths will embrace you in tranquility as the running water electrifies your soul as you sit amidst 
the waterfall. That is the moment where everything fades away, and all you're left with is peace.  
 
         Devour the beauty of nature to its last ounce. Feel the adrenaline rush pulsating in you as you 
dangle on the rappelling points, everything withers away in that moment, the climb is all there is. 
The ecstasy which binds you is a feeling which is best left for the experience to tell.  
 
         Witness the exquisite sunset in the scarlet sky, as you sip on your warm tea in your armchair. 
Bask in the warmth of the bonfire and dance to the last beats of music. Relish on the finest barbecue 
of marinated crispy chicken and call it a day after feasting on a delicious dinner of the local cuisine. 
 
 A word of caution for the elderly whose knees find rough slopes and stairs a challenge – 
trekking sticks come in handy even for the youngsters at the site – the elderly will definitely find it 
challenging. Inside the camp, all movement is on foot and the mountain slope out of which the camp 
has been carved is not very elder friendly! The forest allows unhindered freedom to the mosquitoes, 
birds, insects and the like – so be ready to live with the natures bounty! 
 

 


